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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Casinos have come a long way with regard to implementa-
tion of technology in the last 10-20 years. They no longer

use columnar pads and spreadsheets for their accounting
system. They no longer use hand-written tickets for their
dining room and bar tabs. They have automated gaming
systems, electronic security systems, climate control systems
and advanced lighting systems. They have wireless access to the
Internet and interactive web sites for all sorts of two-way
information flow. But the one thing very few casinos have, when
it comes to technology, is a true food and beverage control
system. These systems represent the final frontier of technol-
ogy in the casino industry.

Food and beverage systems, the least prevalent of all casino
systems, also hold the most promise for reduced costs and
easier-to-manage operations – especially important in more
difficult times such as these. Consider that food and beverage
revenue represents an average of 20% of total casino revenue.
If these systems could help reduce food and beverage costs by
a few points (which for some casinos would be a highly
conservative estimate), the average casino could save nearly
$30,000 per million in F&B sales per year!

Don’t We Already Have This?
But food and beverage systems are misunderstood. Perhaps

a better way to say it is that many casino general managers and
tribal council members don't knowwhat they are. They assume
these capabilities already exist in the casino. After all, the
casino has an accounting system, the casino takes inventory, the
casino gets profit and loss statements that identify food and
beverage costs. The casino has budgets and targets for food costs
and beverage costs. The casino has POS systems and some even
have procurement systems and recipe costing systems. But none
of these systems are designed to control food and beverage costs
- they are all designed to account for it.

So what's the difference between systems that account for
food and beverage costs, and systems that are designed to help
control these costs? To answer that question, it is important to
note that no system can control costs. People have to do that.
Accounting systems are designed to compile transactional data
and use it to track what the casino owes, who owes the casino,
pay the staff, and ultimately produce financial statements.
But what system does the casino provide the chef or food and
beverage manager to help control their areas of responsibility?
The P&L that shows up seven days after the month ends is
certainly not a useful tool for either of them.

Critical F&B Management Tools
Food and beverage procurement and management systems

help chefs and managers control food and beverage costs by
providing daily information identifying what happened and
comparing that with what should have happened - on an
item-by-item basis. For example, they can identify how much
shrimp was used last night and compare that with how much
shrimp should have been used last night. They can tell the chef
how much food was wasted and the value of that waste every
day. They can identify the current cost of every recipe on the
menu and the associated margins. They can warn chefs when
item prices have risen to the point that certain menu items may
not be as profitable. They can tell food and beverage directors
what the biggest contributors to profit were last night, last week
and last month. They can identify discrepancies between
purchase orders and invoices. They can monitor the effective-
ness of cooks as they cut meats and seafood. They can track buf-
fet costs and usage. They can determine exactly howmuch food
to order, figure out who has the best price and automatically
create purchase orders. And they can cut inventory time in half
with scanners.

The list goes on, but the message is clear. This type of infor-
mation is not currently available to F&B personnel. It would
simply take far too much time (labor) to produce manually. But
F&B systems provide this information with little or no addi-
tional labor, and they should be able to use the data to better
manage these operations and systematically reduce and
control operating costs. Oh, and these systems also share
information with other existing casino systems in order to
eliminate additional or unnecessary labor. In a nutshell, they
handle the complexities of casino F&B procurement and
provide critical inventory management information on a daily
basis, making it possible to stop unnecessary losses long before
the financial statements come out.

It’s All About Cost and Comfort
Assuming all this is correct, then why don't all casinos have

this type of technology? That answer is a bit more complicated,
but it boils down to cost and comfort. The comfort issue
basically means that casino managers are reluctant to invest in
things they don't clearly understand. Since many casino
managers have never used systems like this, they are unsure
what's involved, and how it will change the way the casino
operates. This point is easily proven by simply looking at the
casinos that have adopted sophisticated food and beverage
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